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Good morning all.  I hope you enjoy your Memorial Day.  We are 
indebted to those men and women who have sacrificed so much 
for our freedom.   

This week’s Parsha, Bamidbar, begins the book we call Numbers 
in English.  Bamidbar marks the transition of the Israelites’ 
Exodus from Egypt and revelations at Sinai to the journey to the 
Land of Israel.   

Let’s do a short review.  In Genesis, Abraham leaves his home 
and family and travels with Sarah to a land, promised by G-d.  
Once there, famine forces the Hebrews to leave—twice—and to 
become exiled and enslaved in Egypt.  Before their deaths, both 
Jacob and Joseph promise their offspring, that the Hebrew people 
will return to the land G-d promised to Abraham an Isaac. 

Even though he was raised as an Egyptian prince, Moses emerges 
as the Jewish People’s greatest leader, although reluctantly and 
somewhat surprisingly given his background.  Moses and Aaron 
convince Pharaoh to free the Hebrews from their captivity and 
Moses leads them into the desert.  For two years and two books 
of Torah, not much forward progress toward the promised land 
takes place.  In fact, the actual journey in the wilderness, 
Bamidbar, does not begin for 10 chapters—in Parsha 
Beha’alotcha. 

What does occur among the mutiny of the Golden Calf and 
recurring complaints about food and water, is that the Jewish 
people receive the Ten Commandments—the law. 

On a historical plane, this is unusual.  Generally, peoples arrive 
and stay somewhere, grow in number, establish societies of 
various political constitutions and only then, set up laws to govern 
their personal and societal interactions.  That was not the case 
with the Israelites.   

At the beginning of Bamidbar, we already had our law and one of 
the Tribes, the Levites, was charged with transporting the tablets 
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and the temple during the subsequent 38 years of travel in the 
wilderness.   

But our land had been promised.  Moses and the People kept faith 
with the promise made to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph, 
faith in the Covenant I discussed last week.  They truly believed 
that only time and a long journey separated the law from the 
land.  And their faith was well founded—they were right. 

Our portion begins with G-d instructing Moses to take a census of 
the men between the ages of 20 and 60 who were fit to “go out 
to the Army of Israel, who are able to bear arms.”  (Num 1:3).  
There were a total of 605,000 men included in the census.  
Excluded were the 22,000 Levites, who were put in charge of the 
Tabernacle and all its Furnishings.” (Num 1:49-50).   The Parsha 
also describes where and in what order the people are to set up 
and take down their camps at each of the stops in the 
Wilderness.  

G-d knew what lay ahead of the Israelites on their journey to 
Freedom in the promised land.  The first order of Bamidbar was 
to determine the military strength of the people.  G-d knew, and 
instructed Moses, that the Freedom achieved with the Exodus 
from Egypt would need to be defended militarily.  

Bamidbar reinforces the important message of Memorial Day, that 
Freedom is not free and must at times be defended.  Our 
generation—the so called Baby Boomers have known relative 
peace since World War II.  We and our friends have fought and 
some have died in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan.  But the 
existential conflicts faced by our parents and the generations 
before them for thousands of years were the normal human 
condition.   

The Ukraine war teaches us that one authoritarian strong man 
can threaten the peaceful existence of free people.   This war 
reminds us that relative peace is the exception, not the rule of 
human existence. 
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In requiring Moses to determine the strength of those who could 
fight for the Freedom of the Israelites, G-d teaches us about the 
human condition.  That is a unique quality of Torah.  It is not 
merely a set of laws and commandments.  Torah teaches much 
about the human condition and how we must live to preserve our 
values, our communities and our very lives.  That is the teaching 
of Bamidbar and and that is why we honor the memories of those 
who have protected our freedom.   

Shavuot begins next Saturday night after Shabbat and continues 
through Monday, so I will not be delivering a D’Var Torah next 
week.   

As a reminder, with James’ assistance I will be posting this and 
subsequent discussions on the HEA Website and ShulCloud App 
under the Worship/Daily Minyan tabs.   

Enjoy the holiday today and have a healthy, productive week.   
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